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ABSTRACT
DNA polymerases have an innate error rate which is polymerase and DNA context specific.  Historically the 
mutational rate and profiles have been measured using a variety of methods, each with their own technical 
limitations.  Here we used the unique properties of single molecule sequencing to evaluate the mutational rate 
and profiles of six DNA polymerases at the sequence level.  In addition to accurately determining mutations in 
double strands, single molecule sequencing also captures direction specific transversions and transitions through 
the analysis of  heteroduplexes.  Not only did the error rates vary, but also the direction specific transitions 
differed among polymerases.  
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1. INTRODUCTION
Low grade mosaicism detection is increasingly important to unravel the causes of both constitutional and 
acquired human disorders.  Mosaic mutations underlie an increasing number of human genetic diseases 
(reviewed in Biesecker and Spinner 2013; Erickson 2014).  Cancers, for instance, arise out of mixtures of cells 
with various parallel or cumulative mutations that drive proliferation and metastatic potential. Therefore, 
detection of low grade mosaicism is becoming important in cancer characterization and monitoring its 
progression, response, and remission (Shah et al. 2010; Ding et al. 2012; Nik-Zainal et al, 2012; Bedard et al. 
2013).  However, detection of low frequency mutations is hampered by the innate mutational errors introduced 
by DNA polymerases.  These enzymes are at the heart of many core genomic technologies, including the 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and most massive parallel sequencing methods (Fuller et al. 2009).  In cases 
where the tumor/normal-cell ratio is very low, to avoid expensive high-depth genome wide sequencing it will 
become essential to use polymerases with low error rates.  

Several methods exist to measure polymerase error rates, but each has technology specific limitations. The 
M13mp2 forward mutation assay uses single-stranded M13mp2 DNA containing the α-complementation region 
of the E.coli lacZ gene as a template for a single cycle of DNA synthesis.  This construct is then transfected into 
an appropriate E.coli strain that shows dark blue spots when there is no mutation (i.e. synthesis error), but lighter
blue or no plaques upon synthesis errors (Kunkel 1985; Eckert and Kunkel 1991).  This feature of the assay 
requires additional sequencing steps to identify the precise error(s) at the sequence level and is limited to 
evaluating coding (i.e. reporter) DNA. The strategy of denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) denatures
DNA at ever increasing concentrations of a chemical denaturant, before applying the DNA material to a gel 
where sequences containing a heteroduplex (i.e. an error) will migrate at a different speed compared to properly 
paired strands (Fischer and Lerman 1983; Keohavong and Thilly 1989; Eckert and Kunkel 1991). Again, this 
method  requires additional sequencing steps to identify errors at the nucleotide sequence level.  BEAMing 
(Beads, Emulsion, Amplification, and Magnetics) is a method used for quantifying rare variants in which a 
population of amplicons is amplified and converted to a population of beads (Dressman et al. 2003; Li et al. 
2006).  These beads are then assessed by sequence specific probes, which are bound by fluorescently labeled 
antibodies.  These are then counted fluorescently via flow cytometry to determine the exact nature of the 
nucleotide sequence (Dressman et al. 2003; Li et al. 2006).  This technique is limited to a small number of 
targets per experiment, though it has been suggested the BEAMing method creates an ideal template for high 
throughput sequencing to detect polymerase errors (Li et al. 2006).

Sequencing based methods do already exist, including cloning of PCR products and traditional sequencing to 
evaluate mutations over multiple target sequences (McInerney et al. 2014).  However, this suffers from small 
data size and therefore high-fidelity polymerases may not identify enough mutations to reliably call error rates 
(McInerney et al. 2014). For increased data size, high throughput sequencing using input amplicon molecules 
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tagged with unique identifiers (UIDs) has been used to discriminate sequencing errors from errors present in 
amplicon sequences (Kinde et al. 2011).  Taking this to the next level, Duplex Sequencing and CypherSeq utilize
UIDs on both DNA strands to further reduce introduced errors (Schmitt et al. 2012; Kennedy et al. 2014, 
Gregory et al. 2015).  These high-throughput sequencing approaches are powerful, though each still require a 
critical PCR based step which is subject to the method's polymerase fidelity (Kinde et al. 2011; Schmitt et al. 
2012; Kennedy et al. 2014, Gregory et al. 2015).

The above methods have been used to estimate error rates across different DNA polymerases.  Several methods 
exist for reporting error rates, but we have used observed nucleotide errors per total nucleotides sequenced per 
PCR cycle.  See Supplemental Table S1 for conversion of reference error rates (when needed). Initial error rates 
for Taq and (modified) T7 polymerases were 2.0x10-4 and 5.4x10-5, respectively, but these numbers could be 
improved by optimizing PCR conditions (e.g. pH, dNTP concentration, and magnesium ion concentration) to 
7.2x10-5 and 4.4x10-5, respectively (Ling et al. 1991). In addition, it has been estimated that sequence context and
conditions can create up to a 10 fold differences in error rates (9.2x10-5 to less than 6.2x10-6 when using a Taq 
polymerase) (Eckert and Kunkel 1991).  Hence, accurately determining polymerase error rates remains 
challenging.  In addition to different error rates, polymerases generate different error profiles (Keohavong and 
Thilly 1989).  For example, T4 and modified T7 polymerases show primarily transitions of G•C>A•T, while Taq 
polymerase preferential shows A•T>G•C (Keohavong and Thilly 1989).  

We hypothesized that single molecule sequencing would enable the determination of polymerase error rates and 
profiles directly.  This assumption may at first be counter-intuitive, since single molecule sequencing is error 
prone with accuracies of only about 85% (Carneiro et al. 2012).  However, a single double stranded DNA 
molecule is circularized and both strands are sequenced multiple times (each sequence a subread) to form a long 
linear read (Fig. 1).  Considering errors are randomly distributed across reads, the consensus of the subreads 
(termed the “read-of-insert”) is increasingly accurate with an increasing number of passes (Carneiro et al. 2012, 
Jiao et al. 2013). Hence, with multiple passes on the same molecule, sequencing errors are eliminated and all 
variants are molecule specific.  In addition, we hypothesized that PacBio sequencing could provide the unique 
capability of determining when a base in the 5' to 3' strand is not complementary to the base in the other strand, 
termed a heteroduplex.  In a double-stranded heteroduplex molecule, the subreads from one direction of a read-
of-insert should match the read-of-insert sequence, and the subreads from the other direction would identify the 
sequence mismatch (Fig. 1).  Here we demonstrate that the unique features of PacBio circular sequencing allow 
accurate detection and characterization of mutations introduced by six commonly used polymerases during PCR.

2. RESULTS

2.1. Polymerase mutation rates and profiles

To test the assumption that single molecule sequencing of amplicons would permit the determination of 
mutational profiles, we sequenced a single PCR fragment generated with Platinum Taq polymerase using a 
single PacBio SMRTcell.  This SMRTcell provided 57,556 read-of-inserts with a minimum of two passes.  On 
average, each read-of-insert was a consensus of eight passes (Supplemental Fig. S1A).

When plotting the errors per base per cycle as a function of the number of passes of the same molecule, error 
rates become asymptotic (Fig. 2A).  Hence, when a consensus read is made up of ten or more read passes the 
variants are not due to mutational errors of the PacBio polymerase, but rather due to variation present in the 
input molecule.  Using ten or more passes, we identified an error rate per base per cycle of 3.28x10-5.  Watson-
Crick base pair errors were 4.44x10-5 for A•T and 1.29x10-5 for G•C.  This minimum number of ten passes 
provided ~9.6k times coverage of the amplicon.  At this depth, transitions were more dominant than 
transversions (Fig. 2B).  Similar to previous Taq polymerase findings (Keohavong and Thilly 1989), A•T>G•C 
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transitions were more common than G•C>A•T transitions.

Figure 1: During PacBio sequencing a construct made up of a double stranded DNA molecule with 
ligated adaptors (black loops) (A) is circularized (B), and a polymerase (moon shape) repeatedly 
sequences the first strand, an adaptor, the second strand, an adaptor, and repeats generating many 
subreads (C).  Though the subreads have a high error rate, errors (indicated by stars) are random.  
The error prone subreads can be assembled (D) and since errors are random, a high quality 
consensus sequence can be generated (E).  In addition, if a variant is found only on one strand (i.e. a
heteroduplex, as indicated by H diamonds), it should be found back only in the subreads matching 
that strand.
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Figure 2:  (A) Across the PacBio deep sequenced CASK amplicon is the errors per base per 
cycle when using different cutoffs for the number of passes to call a PacBio read-of-insert. 
(B) The percent of non-reference calls for each reference (Ref) nucleotide when using a 
minimum of 10 passes per PacBio read-of-insert.

Encouraged by this result, six different polymerases were selected that are commonly used (Table 1).  To 
evaluate the mutational profile of those polymerases two amplicons were generated by each polymerase in 
duplicate. The size of the PCR products was verified by agarose gel electrophoresis (Supplemental Fig. S2), 
amplicons pooled, PacBio libraries generated per replicate pool, and sequencing performed on a PacBio single 
molecule sequencing instrument. The newer PacBio instrument, chemistries, and longer movie time provided 
significantly more subreads per linear read (Supplemental Fig. S1B), with 18 mean passes when analyzing read- 
of-inserts with a minimum of two passes. Viewing initial alignments in IGV (Robinson et al. 2011) (data not 
shown) revealed no SNPs within these amplicons; therefore all reads with a sequence variant should be due to a 
mutation introduced by the polymerase.

The observed error rate per base per cycle as a function of the number of read passes is plotted for all six 
polymerases and, as in the pilot experiment, flattens at ten passes (Fig. 3A).  Hence, to measure the mutational 
profile of the polymerases used in the PCR reaction we proceeded with minimal ten pass read-of-inserts.  The 
number of ten pass molecules assessed is indicated in Table 2.  Platinum Taq and TaKaRa Taq showed higher 
error rates per base per cycle compared to the other polymerases (Table 2).  To assess reproducibility, error rates 
were calculated per polymerase for each SMRTcell (Supplemental Table S2).  Single factor Anovas (alpha=0.05)
showed no statistical difference between SMRTcells (p-value 0.99996), but a statistical difference between 
polymerases (p-value 4.46109x10-39). To evaluate the influence of PCR-pool/library replicates, the mean 
SMRTcell error per polymerase was calculated.  A single factor Anova (alpha=0.05) showed no statistical 
difference between PCR-pools/libraries (p-value 0.97670).

When separating the error analysis by Watson-Crick base pairs, Platinum Taq and TaKaRa Taq showed more 
errors on A•T than G•C base-pairs.  The other polymerases showed the opposite trend, with less errors on A•T 
than G•C base-pairs (Table 2).  Looking at the percent of non-reference bases sequenced per polymerase 
revealed these to be primarily transitions (Fig. 3B and Supplemental Fig. S3).  Hence Platinum Taq and TaKaRa 
Taq preferentially introduce errors of A•T> G•C, while the other polymerases preferentially introduce errors of 
G•C>A•T .
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Figure 3: (A) Indicated is the errors per base per cycle when using different cutoffs for the 
number of passes to call a PacBio read-of-insert. (B) Across the PacBio sequenced CASK 
amplicons is indicated the percent of non-reference calls for each reference nucleotide per 
polymerase.

2.2. Heteroduplex Evaluation by Polymerase
A heteroduplex is the result of either: 1) a polymerase incorporating the wrong nucleotide during extension or 2) 
two strands annealing with a mismatched base.  Since we found few multiple identical heteroduplex positions 
(<30%) we believe assumption 1 to be the most common in our datasets.  This conclusion is also supported by 
estimated errors per base-pair sequenced (Table 3) in the range with the non-directional errors per base per cycle 
(10-5 to 10-6 error range, Table 2).  This finding indicates that heteroduplexes are from a single round of extension
and not an accumulation of errors. Hence, if we assume the wild-type strand of a heteroduplex molecule was the 
original and the mutant strand was altered during extension we can pinpoint which nucleotide is in error.

Only read-of-inserts containing primer pairs (68-77% of reads retained) and aligning to the amplicon targets 
(loss of 0.2-4.1%) were analyzed (Table 3).  This eliminates the potential of detecting a heteroduplex initiated by
a primer synthesized with a mismatch.  Since heteroduplex identification requires reliably identifying each 
strand's consensus base separately, while giving some margin for indels due to reference bias when aligning the 
mismatch strand to the consensus molecule, we performed a first filter for read-of-inserts with more than 30 
subreads.  28-31% of the aligned and primer containing reads were retained by applying this filter.  The percent 
of reads containing a heteroduplex (Fig. 4 as an example) was higher in TaKaRa Taq and Platinum Taq relative 
to the other polymerases (Table 3).  This was a difference of approximately ten fold, similar to the nucleotide 
error analysis fold difference (ten pass minimum).
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Using the heteroduplex analysis with the MD and CIGAR strings, strand specific mutations were identified 
(Table 4).  TaKaRa Taq and Platinum Taq showed direction specific A>G and T>C transitions to be the most 
prominent, supporting the observed non-directional nucleotide error profiles (A•T>G•C).  Phusion, KAPA, and 
Nano heteroduplexes also supported the observed non-directional nucleotide error profiles with prominent 
direction specific G>A and C>T transitions.  HotStar did not produce enough heteroduplexes to confirm or refute
the nucleotide error analysis.  

Figure 4: Example of a Heteroduplex.  This shows all subreads aligning to the corresponding
read-of-insert identified in a Phusion FAM120C amplicon.  Reads are sorted by which strand 
they align to.

3. DISCUSSION
Here we have used the advantages of PacBio single molecule sequencing to identify errors per base per cycle 
and directly observed at the sequence level on which strand the errors are generated. Two general classes of 
polymerases, low-fidelity and high fidelity (McInerney et al. 2014), demonstrate approximately ten fold 
difference in error rates (10-5 and 10-6 error ranges, respectively) and can also be discriminated by error profiles 
(primarily A•T>G•C transitions and more G•C>A•T transitions, respectively) (Tables 2 and 4).  The unique 
capability of sequencing heteroduplexes enabled the direct observation that Watson-Crick base pairing errors are 
not equally distributed, but that there is a bias for C>T over G>A across most polymerases and  T>C over A>G 
for KAPA and Platinum Taq polymerases (Table 4).  Hence, within traditional DNA base-pairing, transitions 
more often originate on the pyrimidine nucleotide than on the purine nucleotide.
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It is not evident why pyrimidines are favored in the same direction transition over purines.  The observed T>C &
G>A and C>T & A>G result in heteroduplexes composed of C•A and T•G.  Thermodynamics studies show T•G 
pairings to be much more stable than C•A parings (Aboul-ela et al. 1985).  This would support the observed C>T
over G>A frequencies. However, this would not explain the T>C over A>G observations for KAPA and Platinum
Taq polymerases. It has been suggested that substitution mutagenesis occurs through incorporation of minor 
tautomeric forms of bases (Watson and Crick 1953; Harris et al. 2003).  Heteroduplexes composed of C•A or 
T•G preserve the geometry of a correct Watson-Crick base pair when using the enol form of G/T and the imino 
form of A/C (Watson and Crick 1953; Bebenek et al. 2011). The unequal strand-error distribution could be due to
either polymerase bias towards incorporating different minor tautomeric base forms or differing concentrations 
of minor tautomeric base forms in the PCR reaction.  An alternative theory to the polymerases introducing 
specific errors could be specific types of DNA damage occurring in specific PCRs.    

Though the template DNA, PCR conditions, and sequencing conditions differed, the error rates using Platinum 
Taq in the single amplicon and pooled experiments showed similar trends (Fig. 2A and 3A).  In particular, final 
errors per base per cycle were in a similar range at 3.28x10-5 for the initial CASK amplicon and 4.41x10-5 for the 
pooled amplicons, when using a minimum of ten passes. This value is also close to that previously reported for 
Platinum Taq (2.3x10-5) (Li et al. 2006) and within the range of many other reported Taq error ranges (9.2x10-5 to
less than 6.2x10-6) (Eckert and Kunkel 1991; Ling et al. 1991; McInerney et al. 2014).  Reproducibility is further
supported in the pooled experiment, where both CASK and FAM120C amplicons gave similar error profiles 
(Fig. 3B and Supplemental Fig. S3). The observation of A•T>G•C transitions being the most prominent (0.10% 
A>G, 0.10% T>C, 0.03% G>A, and 0.02% C>T for the single CASK amplicon and 0.16% A>G, 0.15% T>C, 
0.08% G>A, and 0.08% C>T for the pooled CASK amplicon) also supports previous Taq polymerase findings 
(Keohavong and Thilly 1989; McInerney et al. 2014).  

The Phusion error rate (1.81x10-6) was worse than previously reported (4.2x10-7) (Li et al. 2006), but almost 
exactly that reported using Phusion with an alternate buffer (1.81x10-6) (McInerney et al. 2014).  With the 
alternate buffer, equal levels of G•C>A•T and A•T>G•C transitions were reported (McInerney et al. 2014), 
whereas we identify 2.7 times more G•C>A•T than A•T>G•C transitions (Fig. 3B).  Considering our 
considerably higher counts (495 G•C>A•T and 186 A•T>G•C, compared to 4 G•C>A•T and 6 A•T>G•C in 
McInerney et al. 2014), we believe our sampling to more realistically estimate the error profile.  This 
demonstrates the advantage of using high-throughput sequencing over traditional sequencing, even with PacBio's
limited throughput.  Compared to Illumina's, PacBio's throughput does limit the number of targets that can be 
evaluated at a time.  However, compared to all Illumina based approaches reviewed in this manuscript (Kinde et 
al. 2011, Schmitt et al. 2012; Kennedy et al. 2014, Gregory et al. 2015), this PacBio approach is the only library 
preparation that is PCR free.  

For future applications to analyze pairs of mutations (i.e. phasing of SNPs directly from sequence (Mensah et al. 
2014, Guo et al. 2015)), PacBio also permits the generation of longer inserts to evaluate more distant variant 
pairs.  With an average linear read length of 15kb, a minimum of 10 passes still approaches utilizing inserts of 
~1.5kb.  This is almost double what a normal Illumina library insert can be to achieve good read quality (Kircher
et al. 2011).  For additional future applications, we also propose that input PCR molecules could be tagged with 
UIDs.  This would then provide an additional level of technical error removal.

As low grade mosaicism detection increasingly becomes important in studying and treating human genetic 
disorders, it becomes ever important to understand the error rates and profiles of utilized technologies.  It is also 
known that cancer genomes can be characterized by specific mutational profiles (Alexandrov et al. 2013), such 
as chronic lymphocytic leukemias with or without mutated immunoglobin genes and relapsed versus primary 
acute myeloid leukemias showing different substitution profiles (Puente et al. 2011; Ding et al. 2012). Higher 
proportions of C>T transitions are also found in early than late developing breast cancers (Nik-Zainal et al. 
2012). Such differences could be important in making treatment decisions in the personal genomics era. 
Confidence in low-depth variant calling can be improved knowing the characterization of these polymerase 
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enzymes and including them in error modeling to improve bioinformatic resources. Even at high coverage PCR 
validation, the PCR will introduce errors that can be accounted for if we better know the technological 
properties. In addition, this single molecule sequencing approach could be an important tool for scientists 
studying the enzymology of polymerases.

4. METHODS
To evaluate polymerase errors during PCR we followed a general method, as described in detail in the following 
subsections.  This consists of the following steps: 1) perform PCR to create an amplicon, 2) create an 
amplification-free PacBio library from the amplicon(s), 3) PacBio sequence the library, and 4) analyze the 
library for errors generated during PCR.

4.1. Amplicon Generation and Sequencing
The preliminary experiment was a single 488bp amplicon targeting the CASK gene from a healthy male family 
member, approved for research purposes under an institutional review board protocol nr. S-52853  (see 
Supplemental Methods). The second experiment, performed as full replicates, were amplicon pools using 
primers targeting two genic positions, barcoded per polymerase type.  Primer sequences were the previous 
CASK primers and previously published primers targeting exon 10 of the FAM120C gene (De Wolf et al. 2014) 
(resulting in a 410bp amplicon), including the 5' addition of PacBio specific barcodes 1-6 (of PacBio's initial 48 
barcode design) with padding sequence.  For the PCRs, six commonly used polymerases used for a variety of 
methods were selected (Table 1).  Input DNA was from a healthy male, though not the same individual as used 
for the initial experiment. We aimed to stay as close as possible to the manufacturers' guidelines for PCR 
cocktails and thermocycler profiles (see Supplemental Methods).  

The individual CASK amplicon and pools were purified on Qiagen QIAquick PCR Purification Kit columns and
fragmentation checked on a DNA 12000 chip analyzed on a Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent). The single CASK 
amplicon was prepared for sequencing according to Pacific Biosciences Standard Seq v2 protocol using PacBio's
DNA Template Prep Kit 2.0 (250bp-3kb).  This was sequenced on a PacBio RS using PacBio's DNA/Polymerase
Binding Kit 2.0 on a single SMRT cell for 2x55 minute movies. The two pools were prepared for sequencing 
according to Pacific Biosciences Standard Seq v3 protocol using PacBio's DNA Template Prep Kit 2.0 (3-10kb). 
The two libraries of pools were sequenced on a PacBio RSII using a DNA/Polymerase Binding Kit P4, each on 
four SMRT cells for 180 minute movies.  All runs used PacBio DNA Sequencing Kit 2.0 sequencing reagents.

4.2. Error Rate Analysis
The individual CASK SMRTcell was run through PacBio's SMRT Portal (v2.2.0) pipeline RS_ReadsOfInsert.1 
for minimum full passes of 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10.  For the pools, all SMRTcells were run together through the same 
pipeline (v2.3.0) for minimum full passes of 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10, but also included the barcode setting for “Different 
on each end (paired)” and minimum barcode score 30. Fastq files (per barcode in the pools) were aligned to the 
1000 Genome reference file (Abecasis et al. 2012) using BWA-SW (Li and Durbin 2010) v0.7.5a.  Samtools (Li 
et al. 2009) v0.1.18 was used to convert SAM to BAM (view), sort, index, and mpileup (-A -d “60000 for 
CASK, 40000 for pool” -l “bed files of amplicon coordinates, excluding primer positions”).  Custom scripts 
were then used to count the number of reference and substitution calls in the mpileup file.  The errors per base 
per cycle were then defined as the number of substitution calls divided by the total number of A, T , G , and C 
bases sequenced, divided by the number of PCR cycles.

4.3. Heteroduplex Analysis
To identify heteroduplexes, the fastq file for minimum 10 full passes was filtered for sequences containing a 
forward and reverse primer pair.  Only sequence and corresponding quality scores between the primer pairs 
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(excluding barcodes) were retained.  Read-of-inserts were aligned with BWA-SW to the reference genome and 
filtered (Samtools view) for only reads aligning to the primer locations. In the error rate analysis 10 full passes 
was the optimal minimum coverage needed, but for heteroduplex analysis each strand must be evaluated 
separately.  Therefore, we aimed to have more than ten reads per strand instead of per molecule. In addition, to 
give some margin for indels due to reference bias when aligning the mismatch strand to the consensus molecule, 
we performed a first filter for read-of-inserts with more than 30 subreads.  This was done with a custom perl 
script which also made a reference of each read-of-insert and aligned the subreads to the read-of-insert with 
BWA-SW using the settings of Carneiro et al. 2012 to account for the high error rate per subread.  The script 
then generated an mpileup (Samtools: view to convert SAM to BAM>sort>index>mpileup) and identified 
heteroduplex variant positions defined as: 

 To achieve overall sequence coverage similar to the circular consensus sequence (consensus sequence is 
now per strand instead of per molecule), non-indel nucleotides had to come from over 20 subreads.

 Similar to calling a heterozygous SNP, excluding indel positions, the subread nucleotides not matching 
the read-of-insert had to account for between 25% and 75% of the non-indel subreads.

 To discriminate that the heteroduplex variant occurs only on one strand and not the other, >90% of the 
subread nucleotides supporting the read-of-insert had to come from one strand and >90% of the subread 
nucleotides not matching the read-of-insert had to come from the other strand.  

To evaluate read-of-inserts for which strand the error was on, the heteroduplex read-of-inserts were aligned with 
BWA-SW and MD fields generated (Samtools: view to convert SAM to BAM>sort>index>view to select 
amplicon alignment locations>view to convert SAM to BAM>calmd).
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TABLES
Table 1. Polymerases of This Study

Polymerase Provider Example Usages

Phusion High Fidelity PCR Master 
Mix w/HF Buffer

New England BioLabs exome amplifications

KAPA HiFi HotStart ReadyMix KAPA Biosystems Illumina library preps

HotStar HiFidelity Polymerase Kit QIAGEN targeted amplicon generation for 
sequencing

TaKaRa LA Taq DNA Polymerase TaKaRa/Clontech long range PCRs

Platinum Taq DNA Polymerase Invitrogen general usage

TruSeq Nano DNA Sample Prep Kit Illumina Non-Invasive Prenatal Testing (NIPT)
These polymerases are commonly used, as demonstrated by examples of usage.

Table 2. Polymerase Error Rates

Polymerase Number Molecules Overall Error Rate A•T Error Rate G•C Error Rate

Phusion 51,732 1.81x10-6 1.05x10-6 2.83x10-6

KAPA 48,450 5.52x10-6 2.99x10-6 8.98x10-6

HotStar 37,706 4.85x10-6 3.78x10-6 6.20x10-6

TaKaRa 47,110 7.25x10-5 1.03x10-4 3.11x10-5

Plat.Taq 40,731 4.41x10-5 5.90x10-5 2.42x10-5

Nano 50,161 2.76x10-6 1.89x10-6 4.50x10-6

For the pooled amplicons is indicated the number of molecules with a minimum of ten sequencing passes.  Error 
rates are errors per base per cycle.
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Table 3. Heteroduplex Identification

Phusion KAPA HotStar TaKaRa Plat.Taq Nano

# Reads 51,732 48,450 37,706 47,110 40,731 50,161

w/primers 40,058 35,417 25,797 31,958 28,415 38,037

aligned 39,462 35,330 24,858 31,513 28,233 36,475

>30subreads 11,453 9,938 7,666 9,075 8,253 10,420

# w/Het.D 28 30 8 188 198 36

% w/Het.D 0.2% 0.3% 0.1% 2.1% 2.4% 0.3%

Errors/bp 5.44x10-6 6.72x10-6 2.32x10-6 4.61x10-5 5.10x10-5 7.05x10-6

Indicated is the initial number of read-of-inserts, the number after filtering for primer sequences, followed by the
number after filtering for alignment, and finally those containing over 30 subreads and length >250bp.  These 
were analyzed for the number in which a heteroduplexes (Het.D) was identified.  Errors per bp are estimated as 
the number of heteroduplex positions (Table 4) divided by the product of the number of molecules with >30 
subreads times the average length of the two amplicons (449bp).  Note, some reads may contain more than one 
mismatch position.

Table 4. Heteroduplex Nucleotide Content

Phusion KAPA HotStar TaKaRa Plat.Taq Nano

T>C 3 3 - 63 62 1

A>G 3 - 1 63 56 2

C>T 11 15 2 22 26 14

G>A 8 8 2 16 22 13

A>C - - - 3 1 -

A>T 1 2 - 9 13 -

C>A 1 1 1 1 2 1

C>G - - - - 1 -

G>C - - - 1 3 -

G>T - 1 1 2 1 -

T>A 1 - 1 8 1 1

T>G - - - - 1 1
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